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Order Today: Call Your Medline Sales Rep or
1-800-MEDLINE (1-800-633-5463)
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I n s t r u m e n t Ta b l e s
H-Brace Instrument Table
This table has an H-brace instead of a second shelf. The brace is fully
welded around the legs with no crevices for dirt to collect. Comes with
three-inch swivel casters.

Instrument Table 36" x 20" x 34"

MPH08IT08C

Instrument Table 36" x 24" x 34"

MPH08043H

Instrument Table 48" x 24" x 34"

MPH08IT09C

Instrument Table 60" x 24" x 35"

MPH08046H

Instrument Table w/Shelf
Fully welded legs make this table strong and stable. Sixteen-inch clearance
between shelves. Table comes complete with three-inch swivel casters.

Instrument Table 36" x 20" x 34"

MPH08IT05C

Instrument Table 36" x 24" x 34"

MPH08043

Instrument Table 48" x 24" x 34"

MPH08IT06C

Instrument Table 60" x 24" x 35"

MPH08IT07C

Foot Stools

Our Stacking Stool Is a Real Space-Saver
Short on space? This rock-solid stool may be stacked for easy storage. Need a larger
platform? Multiple stools lock side-to-side and end-to-end to create any configuration.
For easy transport and storage, add the optional wheeled dolly. 14"L x 10"D x 7"H

Stacking Stool
MPH08SS01C
Stacking Stool Dolly MPH08SD01C

F o o t S t o o l s : S t u r d y,
Stable, and Stainless
All with rubber matting for comfort, traction
and non-slip rubber tips for safety.

17 Weld Points Add Up to Extra
Strength
This durable stool features 17 distinct weld
points for enhanced strength.
113⁄8"D x 141⁄4"W x 9"H.

L
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Products featuring this logo
come with a Lifetime
Warranty

Stainless Steel Foot Stool MPH08126
Chrome Foot Stool
MPH08250

Mayo Stands
Instrument (Mayo)
Stands
Our Mayo Stands are sturdy and extremely well balanced, thanks to a welded, wide-spread base.
Provides maximum utility and maneuverability in
crowded surgical environments. Available in both
thumb and foot-operated models to suit your medical team’s needs.

Our mayo stands are constructed with a weighted base under a
stainless steel housing, providing maximum stability while
protecting casters. We can recommend the most appropriate
mayo stand for any mode of operation and budget.

Foot Operated Mayo Stand
Just lift to raise, press the foot-operated control button
to lower. Locks into place upon release. A button-guard
prevents accidental release. Adjusts from 391⁄2"-62"
high. Tray measures 16" x 21".

Foot-Operated Mayo Stand
MPH08MS01C
Thumb Operated

Thumb-Operated Mayo Stand
Just lift the tray—it locks automatically in place.
Adjusts from 391⁄2"– 62" high. Tray measures
133⁄4" x 191⁄8".

Tru-Loc

Thumb-Operated Mayo Stand
MPH08768

Foot-Operated Jumbo Mayo Stand
This stand is #1 in ease and convenience. Simply lift
the tray frame and it automatically locks in place, to
lower just hold the tray and press the foot button. Tray
measures 20" x 25".

Foot-Operated Jumbo Mayo Stand
MPH08771

Tru-Loc™ Knob-Operated Mayo Stand
This model is a superior choice for value conscious
customers. It utilizes a Tru-Loc friction knob for
manual locking at the desired height. Adjustable
from 371⁄4" to 64". Tray measures 125⁄8" x 191⁄8".

Tru-Loc Stand
MPH08752

Jumbo
Foot Operated

Foot Operated

Kickbucket
Quiet, Stable
Kickbucket
Our stainless steel kickbucket
features circular rubber bumpers
that protect walls from scuffing
and buckets from tipping…while
contributing less noise to the O.R.
Frame fabricated from sturdy
11⁄4" x 1⁄4" stainless steel, with a 121⁄2"
quart capacity. Features a flat
rubber bumper and four smooth,
2" swivel casters.
141⁄2" Diameter.
13 Quart Kickbucket
MPH08190

F.O.B. Shipping Point

Order Today: Call Your Medline Sales Rep or 1-800-MEDLINE (1-800-633-5463)
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Multi-Purpose Carts

Multi-Purpose Case Cart (left)
The right size for most routine surgical cases —
even when your facility utilizes a container
system. Comes with one wire pullout shelf,
four 5", maintenance-free casters, three
L
swivel and one swivel lock. Usable interior
is 15.19 cubic feet! 42"L x 29"W x 39.25"H
overall.

Case Cart MPH08002

Space Saver Case Cart (right)
This cart gives added capacity by utilizing the
cube while minimizing the floor space required
by larger carts. This cart can handle most
routine surgical cases like the Multi-Purpose L
Model. 29.625"L x 29"W x 55.25"H overall.

Space Saver Cart MPH08004

Solution Stands

Stainless Steel
Solution Stands
Convenient and mobile—whenever
and wherever they’re needed.

Solution Stands with 81⁄2-Qt Basins

L

L

The 2" hard rubber casters make these stands easy to move, and the
H-brace design provides structural strength. Constructed from type 304
stainless steel for added durability. Eight and one half quart bowls rest
firmly on a square frame for quick removal. Choose single or double
basin.

Extra-Large, Extra-Quiet 8 ⁄2 Qt Basins with Shelf

Single Solution Basin MPH0807SSHB
(14"L x 19"W x 33"H)
Double Solution Basin MPH0808SSHB
(14"L x 32"W x 33"H)

Shelved Double 81⁄2 - Quart Basin MPH08015
(29"L x 15"W x 33"H)
Shelved Single 81⁄2 - Quart Basin MPH08017
(15"L x 15"W x 33"H)

L
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Products featuring this logo
come with a Lifetime
Warranty
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Despite their size, these stainless steel basins are unusually quiet when
dropped into their circular ring housings. The secret: rubber bumpers
that eliminate noisy distractions. Features strong welded construction
and quiet 2" swivel casters.

Not finding what you are looking for??
Give us a call at 1-800-Medline

IV Stands
Medline’s Stainless Steel Products combine Mobility with Stability
Easy to operate and built for endurance, our products stand firm. With so many brands available, it’s often hard to
differentiate. That is why we want to explain what we stand for...quality, durability, minimal maintenance, and years
of service. Medline’s intravenous stands are built with a high quality, rounded, die-formed base which means no flat
surfaces for dirt to collect, a safe housing for casters with no projections, and no-tip base under for great stability
on either four, five, or six-legged base.

A.

Designed for stability and strength, with a
wide, heavy, welded base and smooth rolling
casters.
L

B.

A. Our Best Value Stainless Steel IV Stand
Balanced upon a 22" diameter stainless steel base with clever
Wall Savers™ to guard against scuff marks. Friction knob allows
height adjustments of 513⁄4"– 94". On four 2" hard rubber casters.
Minimal assembly. Choose two or four hooks.

2-Hook IV Stand
4-Hook IV Stand

L

D.

MPH08082
MPH08084

For Extra Stability:
B. Five-Leg IV Stand with 24" Diameter Base
You can’t find a better-balanced IV stand. The five-leg, die-cast
aluminum base features 2" hard rubber swivel casters and Wall
Saver™end caps to guard against scuffing. Features Tru-Loc
knob for height adjustment from 52"-94" high. Ships in two cartons; minimal assembly.

Five-Leg IV Stand , 2 hook MPH08085
Five-Leg IV Stand , 4 hook MPH08086

L

C.

C. Medline’s Six-Leg Chrome IV Pole Is
Designed for Multiple Applications
This stand has a 26" diameter epoxy-coated base for durability,
making it perfect for multiple pumps or accessories. Choose
either 4 or 6-hook interchangeable ram horn. The hook tips are
colored and feature a poly-coated secure grip for easy identification. The stand adjusts from 58"-102".

Six-Leg IV Stand, 4 hook MPH08604
Six-Leg IV Stand, 6 hook MPH08606

D. Our Best Heavy Duty IV Stand
Designed for extra stability, this heavy duty single pole IV stand
features 5-legs, 4 hooks and a 22” diameter low-center of gravity
steel base with an epoxy finish. It has 3” premium rubber casters
with ball bearings and a slow-descending stainless telescoping
pole that is 99” tall when fully extended and reduces down to
68” compressed.

Five-leg IV Stand,
4 hook

MPH08IV5LHDP

F.O.B. Shipping Point

Order Today: Call Your Medline Sales Rep or 1-800-MEDLINE (1-800-633-5463)
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Supply Cabinets

L
Key
lock

This Cabinet Is Ideal for Narcotic Storage
This cabinet has two distinctive sections separated by a stainless steel
work surface. The top portion (which measures 36”W x 76.5”H x 8”D)
is perfect for narcotics or anything you need to keep under lock and key.
It has three glass shelves and locks independently. The bottom section
(which measures 36”W x 34.5”H x 16”D) consists of three 7” deep
drawers and a closed door compartment that has one stainless steel shelf.
The cabinet is mounted on four legs with stainless steel glides. Optional
Stainless Steel door, larger diameter casters and glides are available!
Contact your Medline sales representative.
MPH08B56
Treatment/Storage Cabinet

Narcotic
Box w/lock

L

Medline Instrument and Supply Cabinets Provide
Maximum Storage
Our cabinets are built of non-magnetic stainless steel and have clear
tempered glass for shelves and doors. The shelves adjust every 1⁄2 inch
and the sloping top prevents dust from building up. The doors lock to
secure contents. The cabinet has swivel casters to make it mobile and
two locking brakes to secure it in place when needed. We also offer
this cabinet with optional stainless steel shelves.
355⁄8" x 791⁄4" x 16"
MPH08B70
With 5 Glass Shelves
MPH08B701
With 5 Stainless Steel Shelves
475⁄8" x 791⁄4" x 16"
MPH08B71
With 5 Glass Shelves
MPH08B711
With 5 Stainless Steel Shelves

Not finding what you are looking for??
Give us a call at 1-800-Medline

L
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Products featuring this logo
come with a Lifetime
Warranty

Mayo Stands

Stainless Steel Surgical Scrub Sinks Are All Welded and
Seamless Contructed
Medline’s wall-mounted scrub sinks are made of 14-gauge 304 stainless steel. The units
are fully hemmed on roll and backsplash. Wall brackets are included. All units can be fitted
with infrared sensor, foot or knee controls. All units will be shipped complete. 14.5" x22" x 8"
One Unit Station has a 14.5" x 22" x 8" bowl with an 8” rear backsplash
Foot operated
MPH08A1522F
Knee operated MPH08A1522K
Infrared
MPH08A1522I
Two Unit Station
Foot operated
Knee operated
Infrared -

has a 14.5" x 44" x 8" bowl with an 8” rear splash
MPH08A1544F
MPH08A1544K
MPH08A1544I

Three Unit Station has a 14.5" x 66" x 8" bowl with an 8” rear backsplash
Foot operated
MPH08A1566F
Knee operated MPH08A1566K
Infrared
MPH08A1566I

Exam Stools
Stainless Steel OR Stool Adjusts Easily by Simply Turning
the Seat
Polished seat features a safety stop to help prevent inadvertent height
adjustment of seat and is recessed to accept a vinyl insert for added comfort.
Durable stainless steel legs and circular heel rest are corrosion-resistant and
easy-to-clean for long-lasting performance. Height adjustment: 19"– 31"; seat:
15" diameter; circular heel rest. Limited lifetime warranty.
MDR711045SSC
Stainless Steel
w/Casters
O.R. Stool
MDR711045SS
Stainless Steel
O.R. Stool
with Rubber Tips

Stainless Steel Exam Stool is a Dependable Choice
All-welded frame provides the support you depend on. 14" diameter round vinyl
seat has 4" thick padding. Round foot ring. Smooth screw height adjustment for a
height range of 25"– 31". 2" rubber casters for smooth movement. Select vinyl
from exam stool vinyl options.
MDR712142SS
Stainless Steel
Exam Stool

F.O.B. Shipping Point

Order Today: Call Your Medline Sales Rep or 1-800-MEDLINE (1-800-633-5463)
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Hampers

Medline’s Triangular Hamper w/Lid Will
Save You Space!
This stainless steel hamper offers hands-free loading
and unloading with a convenient non-slip pedal. The
bumper guards on the stainless steel lid and legs protect equipment and walls. Solid shelf on bottom provides extra security with heavy loads. This hamper travels effortlessly on three 3" hard rubber swivel casters.
Triangular Hamper MPH08301

Stretchers
A.
M e d l i n e D u r a b l e S t r e t c h e r s K e e p Yo u
Prepared for Any Situation
A. Height-Adjustable Hydraulic Stretcher includes accessories.
Trendelenburg/ Reverse Trendelenburg. Includes a 3" hinged pad, Fowler
backrest, chrome side rails, oxygen holder, IV rod/holder plus four central
locking and braking casters.
MPH08S890
Stretcher, Hydraulic

B. General Transportation Stretcher is designed for comfort. The stretcher
comes complete with 2" hinged pad, Fowler backrest and swing-down
chrome side rails.
MPH08S1050
Stretcher, General

B.

C. Bariatric Transport Stretcher (not pictured) holds up to 1,000 lbs.
Designed to handle heavier weight patients. Stretcher has a beachwood
powder-coat finish and full-perimeter, non-marring bumper rail. 8" casters
easily maneuver most surfaces. Also includes hydraulic fowler. Litter measures 293⁄8"H x 801⁄4"L x 37"W. Overall bumper to bumper width is 40".
Chrome Plated.
MPH08S1190132 Stretcher, Bariatric w/Fowler

L
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Products featuring this logo
come with a Lifetime
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Miscellaneous
Carts
L

This Cart Is All Stainless Steel Construction for Easy Sanitation
Utility Cart 3-Shelf has a weight capacity of 500 lbs. All stainless steel
construction and rubber wheels for easy mobility.
16"W x 275⁄8"L x 333⁄8"H, 4" Casters.
500 lb capacity Cart LKS411
300 lb capacity Cart LKS311

Mats
Anti-Fatigue Static Dissipative Mats
If your feet are tired from standing, you should try our Happy Feet™Mats. Most
anti-fatigue mats have exposed foam which soaks up water, solution and other
liquids. Happy Feet mats are made of a dense rubber cushion that is encapsulated
within solid Nitrile Rubber to protect against deterioration and contamination.
For added safety, Happy Feet has low profile and beveled borders that will not
curl up and break off.
MAC4802X3
2" x 3"
MAC4803X5
3" x 5"
MAC4803X10
3" x 10"

Autoclavable!

Scales
This Scale Is Designed to Answer Your
Every Need in Measuring
Its small design enables it to fit anywhere, yet its roomy tray makes it easier
to use than other larger models. Its stainless steel construction makes the
removable tray a snap to clean. Affordability is another major feature. This
scale is less than half the cost of other comparable scales. 4-digit, 1⁄2" red
digital LED readout. 4000g x gram.
Tray size is 9"L x 6"W x 2"H.
Scale DETAP4KD

F.O.B. Shipping Point

Order Today: Call Your Medline Sales Rep or 1-800-MEDLINE (1-800-633-5463)
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Bassinet

Bassinet with Storage Drawer
A shelf and 1-drawer underneath the basket provides additional storage
space, and adds strength and rigidity. Ballbearing swivel casters
transports baby comfortably and safely. The clear acrylic infant
basket has a card holder for baby ID and rests in specially formed support
rods so it can be set in the flat or trendelenburg position (sold separately).
Measures 32"W x 17.4"D x 35.5"H.

L

Bassinet with 1 drawer, 1 shelf
Bassinet with closed cabinet

MPH08BA01C
MPH08BA02C

Plastic Bassinet Basket (sold seperately)
This seamless basket of clear molded plastic measures 28"L x 12"W x 9"H and
comes with a 3" x 5" card holder for easy identification (head end).

Plastic Bassinet Basket

MPH08PB01C

Bassinet Mattress Pad (sold seperately)
Two-inch thickness provides comfort to newborn. Staph check cover
over foam padding. Flame retardant.

Bassinet Mattress Pad

MPH08BM01C

U t i l i t y Ta b l e
We have refined our product line, based on the requirements
of health care customers, to offer the most stable, durable and
corrosion-resistant tables on the market. It is this attention
to detail that separates us from other manufacturers, and provides
the superior quality that will last for years to come.

S t a i n l e s s S t e e l U t i l i t y Ta b l e
L

Popular in the OR and throughout the healthcare facility as a general utility cart.
The superior construction adds a supporting channel underneath the top shelf
to enhance its strength. A positive stop has been added to the drawers to help prevent
accidental removal as well as ball-bearing slides for an easy-sliding drawer. Guard rail
on three sides protects supplies on top. The table comes with a bottom shelf for extra
space. Two-inch swivel casters. 20" x 16" x 34".

1-Drawer,
2-Drawer,
3-Drawer,
4-Drawer,

L
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1-Shelf Table
1-Shelf Table
1-Shelf Table
No Shelf

MPH08UC01C
MPH08UC02C
MPH08UC03C
MPH080UC04C

Products featuring this logo
come with a Lifetime
Warranty

Lighting

The Visionary® Provides an Advanced Surgical
Lighting System

The AIM-100™ Minor Surgery Light Provides
Amazing Value and Unparalleled Aesthetics

This ingenious design delivers outstanding illumination. Ideal for ORs,
ERs, trauma centers, surgicenters, birthing rooms, LDRs, cath labs,
dermatology, plastic surgery, and ophthalmology. 4000 degree K
color temperature provides pure white illumination while the patented
heat filter assures cool, safe operation. 20" diameter light head
delivers a 4"-8" spot size with continuous dimming functionality.
Autoclavable handle provides focus adjustment. 360 degree limitless
arm and mounting system rotation around vertical axis. Features
include: 7500 foot-candles (81,000 lux) at 1 meter; 99 CRI
(color rendering index); 2000 hour average bulb life. Five year
limited warranty.

The AIM-100 features limitless rotation on ceiling mounts
(a feature previously available only on OR type lights). Along
with the highest intensity in its class, the AIM-100 provides very
smooth focus and superior maneuverability. A longer arm system
ensures that the AIM-100 can be positioned in the widest
range of positions.
• High intensity of 14,800 fc (160,000 lux) at 24” and 5800 fc
(63,000 lux) at 1 meter
• 3700 K color temperature offers natural and true coloring
(non-glaring)
• Uses three 35-watt quartz halogen bulbs - each rated with
a 2,000 hour bulb life
• Compact 20” diameter lighthead
• Extremely smooth focus mechanism with center
sterilizable handle
• 360 degree limitless arm and mounting system rotation
around vertical axes

MDR7211204
MDR7211205

Single Ceiling
Mount Lamp
Double Ceiling
Mount Lamp

MDR100FS
MDR100SC
MDR100WM
MDR100DC

Floor Stand
Single Ceiling
Wall Mount
Double Ceiling

F.O.B. Shipping Point

Order Today: Call Your Medline Sales Rep or 1-800-MEDLINE (1-800-633-5463)
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Stainless Steel

M e d l i n e ’ s Wa r m i n g C a b i n e t s
Medline’s warming cabinets have digital controls but remain SO affordable
you can cover your needs on every floor. All our models have conveniently
located keypads for easy operation with your choice of temperature reading
in Fahrenheit or Celsius. Uniform heating and open shelf design for greater
accuracy to assure proper temperatures. Simplified control panel contains
on/off button, up/down temperature button, alarm light, heater light indicator,
F/C button, set and mute buttons.

Double-Door Compartment Unit
Our double-door warming cabinets are the perfect answer for warming blankets
and solutions. The bottom compartment has 2 adjustable shelves and is designed
for convenience and flexibility. The top compartment offers 1 adjustable shelf and
is primarily used for warming solutions. Overall size is 30"W x 26.5"D x 741⁄2"H.
MPH08B24MG Double-Glass Door Warming Cabinet
MPH08B24MS Double-Stainless Steel Door Warming Cabinet
(not pictured)

Ta b l e To p Wa r m i n g C o m p a r t m e n t
Ideal for areas with less space, but just as much need. This table top
warming unit can be placed on an existing cabinet or mobile stand. It
has the same easy-to-use controls as the larger models. The cabinet is
30"W x 26.5"D x 24.5"H.
MPH08B25MG Glass Door Table Top Warming Unit
MPH08B25MS Stainless Steel Door Table Top Warming Unit
(not pictured)

F.O.B. Shipping Point

Medline Industries, Inc.

Order Today: Call Your Medline Sales Rep or
1-800-MEDLINE (1-800-633-5463)

We reserve the right to correct any errors that may occur within this catalog.

One Medline Place
Mundelein, IL 60060-4486

1-800-MEDLINE
www.medline.com
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